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Abstract

Prior work in multi-task learning has mainly focused on
predictions on a single image. In this work, we present a
new approach for multi-task learning from videos via ef-
ficient inter-frame local attention (MILA). Our approach
contains a novel inter-frame attention module which al-
lows learning of task-specific attention across frames. We
embed the attention module in a “slow-fast” architecture,
where the slow network runs on sparsely sampled keyframes
and the fast shallow network runs on non-keyframes at a
high frame rate. We also propose an effective adversar-
ial learning strategy to encourage the slow and fast net-
work to learn similar features to well align keyframes and
non-keyframes. Our approach ensures low-latency multi-
task learning while maintaining high quality predictions.
MILA obatins competitive accuracy compared to state-of-
the-art on two multi-task learning benchmarks while reduc-
ing the number of floating point operations (FLOPs) by up
to 70%. In addition, our attention based feature propaga-
tion method (ILA) outperforms prior work in terms of task
accuracy while also reducing up to 90% of FLOPs.

1. Introduction
Many computer vision applications, such as autonomous

driving and indoor navigation, require multi-task predic-
tions from video streams (e.g., [5, 6, 7]). For example, a
self-driving system needs semantic segmentation at each
time frame to understand what entities are around the car,
and depth estimation to determine how far away each entity
is. This makes multi-task learning methods ideal since their
shared representation can boost performance on each task
while also being more computationally efficient.

In this paper, we focus on efficient multi-task learning
for dense pixel-wise predictions (e.g. semantic segmenta-
tion and depth estimation) by leveraging a monocular video.
Figure 1 compares the tradeoff between performance and
computational burden for existing multi-task learning meth-
ods (blue) and our method (red). Recent multi-task learn-

Figure 1: Comparison of the number of GFLOPs and mIOU
performance of multi-task learning methods on Cityscapes.
Our method (MILA) reduces computational burden signifi-
cantly while maintaining accuracy. Our ILA module can be
extended to attend task-specific (TS) and multi-frame fea-
tures (MF) with minimal computations. We use the notation
of each compared method and baseline from Sec. 4.2.

ing approaches for dense predictions primarily use single-
frame predictions [17, 26, 30, 33] and often require heavy
task-specific layers (illustrated in Figure 2(a-b)), or a naive
concatenation of the features from two consecutive video
frames [6] (Figure 2(c)), which require massive amounts of
floating point operations (FLOPs) to compute). To address
this, we propose MILA – multi-task learning framework for
videos that exploits temporal cues using inter-frame local
attention (ILA) modules as shown in Figure 2(d). Exist-
ing attention modules only attend to features in the current
(single) frame [14, 30], but ILA efficiently learns to attend
and propagate features from previous frames. ILA is far
more efficient than the expensive optical-flow based feature
warping, which is widely used in previous work [24, 50].
In addition, the performance of optical flow warping based
methods can be affected by the quality of estimated optical
flow, which may fail on fast motion or occluded objects.

Our MILA architecture embeds the ILA feature propaga-
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Figure 2: An illustration of difference between previous multi-task learning models and our multi-task model, MILA. Pre-
vious methods use only a Slow network (e.g. ResNet101) for every frame ((a), (b), and (c)) and heavy task-specific layers
for each task ((a) and (b)), which requires massive computations. In (d), we propose an efficient approach for multi-task
learning from videos by utilizing a Fast network (e.g. ResNet18) for non-keyframes and propagating the previous keyframe
features from the Slow network via our inter-frame local attention module (ILA). ILA is light-weight, accurate, and extended
task-specific attention modules without requiring massive computations.

tion method in a SlowFast framework [13, 24], which can
reduce computational cost while maintaining comparable
accuracy. In the SlowFast architecture, keyframes are pro-
cessed by a deep (Slow) network, and non-keyframes are
processed by a shallow (Fast) network. Moreover, unlike
the previous task-specific heavy layers, we show improve-
ments in accuracy with our light-weight task-specific atten-
tion based ILA by leveraging temporal cues, and a novel
adversarial learning strategy that encourages similar feature
representations for both the Slow and Fast networks. Our
ILA module differs from other attention-based approaches
(e.g. [14]) in that we use attention to estimate the impor-
tance of features from different networks rather than the
same network, which is a challenging problem that is not
fully addressed by the existing attention modules. Figure 2
illustrates the difference between our approach (MILA) and
existing multi-task learning methods.

We evaluate our approach on two standard multi-task
learning benchmarks: Cityscapes [8] with outdoor scenes
and NYUd v2 [36] with indoor scenes. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, MILA method achieves on-par accuracy compared to
the state-of-the-art multi-task learning methods, while re-
ducing the number of FLOPs by up to 70%. MILA reduces
the computational burden by a large margin without com-
promising accuracy. Moreover, we show that the ILA mod-
ule can be used as a standalone feature propagation method
in videos: it is much faster compared to existing feature
propagation methods, and more accurate than the state-of-
the-art [24, 29] on semantic video segmentation.

Our contributions are:

• We address the task of video-based multi-task learn-
ing, which is not well explored in previous work.
We present a multi-task learning framework via inter-

frame local attention (MILA) that achieves competi-
tive accuracy as compared to the state-of-the-art with
a largely reduced computational cost.

• We introduce a new inter-frame local attention mod-
ule (ILA) which learns task-specific features across
frames. Our network is trained end-to-end with an ad-
versarial loss for the SlowFast network.

• Our ILA module can be used as a standalone feature
propagation method in video tasks such as semantic
segmentation, achieving the top accuracy with up to
90% reduction of FLOPs.

2. Related Work

Multi-task learning (MTL) has shown improved accu-
racy or increased memory-efficiency for various tasks such
as object classification, object detection and segmenta-
tion [2, 3, 20, 33, 38], joint scene geometry and semantic
segmentation [6, 12, 26, 27, 30, 40, 46, 49]. Several meth-
ods are proposed to learn useful task-specific representa-
tions from shared representations or representations from
other tasks [1, 33, 49, 48]. The cross-stitch unit [33] links
representations between different tasks. Zhou et al. [49]
propose a pattern-structure diffusion for propagating inter
and intra task-specific representations. However, previous
approaches on dense prediction tasks (e.g., semantic seg-
mentation) mainly focus on predictions from a single im-
age. Chennupati et al. [6] learn from videos by concatenat-
ing the features from two consecutive frames. Contrary to
prior work, we go beyond single-frame based prediction and
learn from videos by aggregating and propagating features
across multiple frames.
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Although the shared representation of MTL can help im-
prove generalization and reduce computational costs, it is
also shown to potentially hurt accuracy due to the trade-off
learning from multiple tasks [32, 37]. Kendall et al. [26] use
homeostatic uncertainty to weight different tasks adaptively
during training. Other methods introduce complex task-
specific layers (e.g. task-specific backbone) [30, 33, 35]
that also significantly increases the computational burden.
In contrast, we show that our lightweight task-specific
model design for our inter-frame attention module is able
to achieve competitive task accuracy at a much lower com-
putational cost via video learning.

Feature propagation has been widely used in video appli-
cations to exploit temporal cues across frames [6, 15, 24,
29, 34, 50] in order to reduce computational costs. Jain et
al. [24] reduce the inference cost by combining the pre-
dictions of two network branches: a deep reference branch
that computes detailed features from keyframes, and a shal-
lower update branch that incorporates less detailed features
at each frame with the wrapped features from a recently
met keyframe. This is similar to the SlowFast [13] design
for video recognition. However, optical flow based fea-
ture propagation [24] increases the computational cost with
limited improvements in accuracy compared to the simple
concatenation of features [6]. [25, 29] use spatially vari-
ant convolution layers (SVC) for feature propagation which
is faster than optical flow warping. Our network, MILA,
stems from the spirit of the SlowFast network, and we use
our light-weight inter-frame local attention (ILA) module
for feature propagation instead of the expensive optical flow
based approach. We also perform dense feature propagation
between every neighboring frame, in addition to the sparse
propagation between keyframes and non-keyframes only.

Attention modules are widely used in various tasks such
as natural language processing (NLP) [10, 41], semantic
segmentation [14, 23, 28, 41, 47], image classification [22,
44, 42], and video object detection [19, 43, 45]. Channel-
wise attention in CNNs has been proposed in [22, 42].
Vaswani et al. [41] propose a self-attention module for a
translation task by extracting global dependencies from in-
put sequences. The self-attention first computes feature
representations for query, key, and value, then computes
global attention weights by measuring the similarity be-
tween the query and key. The final value can be obtained
by a weighted sum of values from the sequence of input.
Some video object detection methods use global/local at-
tention modules [19, 43, 45] for inter-frame features. These
global/local spatial attention modules will not work well in
our framework as we need to attend between two differ-
ent representations (from Slow and Fast networks). In our
work, we also add an adversarial loss in our training scheme
(Sec 3.3) to facilitate the attention module for the SlowFast
network and improve performance.

It

Slow Fast
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SE 1x1 conv
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Task 1
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Task 1 Task 2

concatenation

Fast
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Figure 3: An illustration of our network architecture and the
inference step of a keyframe It and a non-keyframe It+2.
ILA propagates multi-frame features to the current frame.

3. Multi-task Learning via Inter-Frame Local
Attention

We propose Multi-task Learning via Inter-Frame Lo-
cal Attention (MILA), which is a computationally effi-
cient multi-task learning model, with high quality predic-
tion by leveraging temporal cues in video streams. Ef-
fectively learning spatial and temporal cues of different
tasks in a light-weight and efficient manner is a challenge
in real-time video applications. Inspired by the Slow-
Fast network [13, 24], we build an efficient multi-task net-
work with a two-branch design: the Slow branch runs on
sparsely sampled keyframes and the light-weight Fast net-
work runs on non-keyframes. Unlike previous work that
relies on heavy task-specific layers [30, 33], we introduce
a new light-weight task-specific attention module to learn
and propagate task-specific features across frames. Figure 3
shows the architecture of the proposed network.

In the following, we first explain our multi-task network
architecture (MILA) in Sec. 3.1. Then, we introduce our
novel task-specific inter-frame local attention (ILA) module
in Sec. 3.2, and an adversarial loss that further boosts the
overall performance in Sec. 3.3.

3.1. Architecture Overview

MILA consists of two components: 1) a shared encoder
network: a Slow network that operates on sparsely sam-
pled keyframes; a Fast network runs on other frames. 2)
M task-specific decoder networks, one for each task. Each
decoder network learns to attend to task-specific features
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Figure 4: Inter-frame local attention (ILA) accounts for mo-
tion by finding local attention weights in inter-frames. With
the shared conv layer, our module generates high attention
weighs on the similar features between frames.

from previous frames and the current frame (in Figure 3).
The input is a sequence of N RGB frames I =

{I1, I2, . . . , IN} from a monocular video, and the output is
pixel-level predictions on M tasks, Y = {y1, y2, ..., yM}.
At each time step t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}, we encode frame It us-
ing the Slow network if it is a keyframe, and the Fast net-
work otherwise. In our implementation, we use ResNet-101
as the Slow network and ResNet-18 as the Fast network.
The encoder is shared among all tasks. We use Slow(It) to
denote features encoded by the Slow network and Fast(It)
for features encoded by the Fast network.

At the decoder step, we perform predictions on each task
with a task-specific decoder {D1, D2, . . . , DM}, where
M is the total number of tasks. Each task-specific de-
coder consists of squeeze-excitation (SE) blocks on top of
shared features from the encoder, inter-frame local atten-
tion (ILA) modules to extract and propagate task-specific
features across frames and a set of conv layers. In order
to fully leverage temporal information, we enable multi-
frame feature propagation: a non-keyframe receives fea-
tures propagated from the last keyframe and the last non-
keyframe; a keyframe receives features propagated from the
last non-keyframe. This is different from existing feature
propagation [24, 29] which only propagates features from a
keyframe to a non-keyframe.

3.2. Inter-Frame Local Attention (ILA)

The key challenge for attention based feature propaga-
tion is how to leverage inter-frame temporal cues to prop-
agate features efficiently and effectively. We introduce a
light-weight inter-frame local attention (ILA) module for
feature propagation. As illustrated in Figure 4, ILA com-
putes local attention weights W from the feature maps
of two different frames (either two neighboring frames or

Input Image Semantic Features Depth Features

Figure 5: Visualization of task-specific features from our
task-specific attention module.

a non-keyframe and a keyframe) to exploit local motion
changes.

Given a pair of frames It and Ik, ILA operates on feature
maps ft and fk and propagates features from ft to fk. In
our design (see Figure 3), the feature maps are the output of
task-specific squeeze-and-excitation (SE) blocks [22]. For
each pixel on the feature map fk, we propagate the features
from ft based on a weighted combination of pixels in a local
neighborhood.

ft→k(i, j) =

L/2∑
x=−L/2

L/2∑
y=−L/2

Wi,j(x, y)ft(i+ x, j + y),

(1)
where (i, j) denotes the pixel location in the image, L is
the window size and W is the attention weight obtained by
measuring the similarity between the two feature maps ft
and fk. The attention weight matrix W is defined in the
following:

Wi,j(x, y) = softmax(h(fk(i, j)) · h(ft(i+ x, j + y))),
(2)

where Wi,j(x, y) is the attention weight which measures the
similarity between features at position (i, j) and (i+x, i+y)
of the two feature maps, respectively. h is a 3 × 3 convo-
lution layer shared between the two feature maps to cap-
ture the semantic information in a local window around
pixel (i, j). We use inner product to capture the similari-
ties. Then a softmax layer is applied to ensure the sum of
weights equals to 1. Note that ILA is performed only on lo-
cal neighborhoods, resulting in reduced computational cost
as compared to existing global attention modules [14].

3.2.1 Task-specific Attention

A common challenge in multi-task learning asks how to
balance the shared and task-specific features. A heavily
shared representation can reduce computational costs and
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Figure 6: Adversarial learning. In order to let our atten-
tion module (ILA) capture temporal consistency, we adopt
an adversarial learning strategy for training, where we use
a combination of L1 and adversarial loss for the Fast net-
work to mimic the features learned by the Slow network.

can help prevent over-fitting, but it can also hurt accuracy
due to limited model capacity to handle multiple tasks [32].
To solve this issue, methods that add extra task specific lay-
ers to the multi-task network [30, 33, 35] gained popularity
during the recent years and achieved higher task accuracy.
The drawback is that the complex task-specific layers also
significantly increase the computational burden.

Our ILA module is task-specific in order to learn dis-
criminative task-specific features. In contrast to prior work,
ILA learns to select and propagate features from previ-
ous frames rather than attending the features in the current
frame. Leveraging temporal information drastically reduces
the required complexity of task-specific layers as the model
capacity and discriminative power are shared across mul-
tiple frames. Unlike the previous heavy attention modules
in [14, 30], the other advantage is that ILA only attends
to features from the task-specific SE blocks within a local
window from previous frames. This assumption on tem-
poral consistency reduces the computational cost of ILA.
Compared to state-of-the-art attention-based multi-task net-
work [30], MILA achieves better accuracy with 54% reduc-
tion of FLOPs.

Visualization of the learned task-specific features are
shown in Figure 5. We can see clear differences in feature
patterns for different tasks. Semantic segmentation features
highlight object patches, lines and boundaries, while the
depth features highlight foreground and background. This
confirms the effectiveness of ILA as a feature selector to
focus on parts that are discriminative for each task.

3.3. Boosting ILA for SlowFast

ILA assumes similar features propagate across frames.
The high-level idea is similar to optical flow which assumes
color constancy between pixels in consecutive images in
order to capture motion. However, different backbones
(e.g. ResNet-101 and ResNet-18) from the Slow and Fast
branches cannot guarantee learning similar features for sim-
ilar image patches. Thus, naive attention modules could not
improve accuracy in our experiments (see Table 3).

We adopt adversarial learning to train the network so that
the Fast network learns similar features to the more accu-
rate Slow network. Figure 6 illustrates our approach. Dur-
ing training, we use a discriminator D [16, 18] to classify
whether the features are output of the Slow network or the
Fast network, and the Fast network is trained to confuse
the discriminator by “mimicking” the output features of the
Slow network. In practice, we observed combining L1 loss
with the adversarial loss lead to improved accuracy. Our
loss function L is defined in the following:

L = min(αLL1 − βmin
D

Ladversarial)

LL1 = |Slow(It)− Fast(It)|
Ladversarial = logD(Slow(It)) + log(1−D(Fast(It))),

(3)

where Slow(It) and Fast(It) are the features of the Slow
and Fast backbones on image It. The loss function L en-
forces the Fast network to mimic the features learned from
the Slow network. D is only used during training and does
not increase computation in inference time.

4. Experiments
We validate our approach (MILA) in the following two

aspects for both accuracy and computation cost. (1) Com-
parison with the state-of-the-art multi-task learning ap-
proaches on videos, the ablation study for our proposed
task-specific ILA, and our training losses. (2) The efficacy
of our attention based feature propagation approach (ILA)
compared with other feature propagation methods.

4.1. Implementation Details

We implement MILA using PyTorch. We train MILA
using ADAM optimizer with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.99. The
learning rate is 1e−4 and batch size is 4. The training loss
converges after 50 epochs. For the adversarial loss in Eq. 3,
we set α = β = 1. ILA computes on a window size of
L = 5 in Eq. 2. We use DeepLab-ResNet101 [4, 21, 31]
as a Slow network and DeepLab-ResNet18 as a Fast Net-
work. The backbones are pre-trained on ImageNet [9] and
finetuned for multi-task learning. For brevity, Deeplab-
ResNet101 is denoted as D101. D101-18 refers to the
SlowFast network with DeepLab-ResNet101 and DeepLab-
ResNet18. Each task-specific decoder consists of three con-
volution layers with kernel size of 3x3, 1x1, and 1x1 respec-
tively, and feature size of 512 and 256 in between.
Keyframe Interval. We train our network with a fixed
keyframe interval of K = 5 following [24] (every 5-th
frame is a keyframe). For evaluation, since frames in a
video are sparsely annotated (e.g. 20-th frame in a video
clip) in existing datasets, we measure performances of an
annotated frame by running our method for all possible
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Model Segmentation Depth
Normal Estimation

GFLOPs
Angle Dist. ↓ Angle◦ Within ↑

mIOU ↑ Acc. ↑ Abs. ↓ Rel. ↓ Mean Median 11.25◦ 22.5◦ 30.0◦

D101-SingleTask 37.2 75.0 39.3 16.6 22.8 16.6 35.7 62.8 73.9 236
D101-MultiTask 37.1 75.3 39.0 16.3 23.7 17.6 34.0 60.2 71.7 79
MTAN-Seg. [30] 17.7 55.3 59.0 25.8 31.4 25.4 23.2 45.7 57.6 178
Cross-Stitch-Seg. [30] 14.7 50.2 64.8 28.7 33.6 28.6 20.1 40.5 52.0 213
MTAN* 37.1 74.3 40.0 16.9 23.9 18.1 33.5 59.5 70.4 151
Cross-Stitch* 37.5 74.5 39.5 16.2 22.7 16.5 36.8 63.0 73.8 236
MultiNet++* [6] 32.8 73.1 41.1 17.3 24.4 18.1 33.4 58.9 70.2 40
MILA w/o MF&TS 36.6 74.8 39.2 16.5 23.5 17.4 34.2 60.4 71.8 41
MILS w/o TS 37.0 75.0 38.9 16.4 23.3 17.2 34.9 60.9 72.2 46
MILA (Ours) 38.1 75.1 38.6 16.1 23.2 17.0 35.4 61.8 72.5 70

Table 1: Comparisons for video based Multi-task learning on NYUd v2 dataset. * means training with the same Deeplab-
ResNet101 backbone as ours. Cross-stitch* shows better results in the normal estimation task mostly because it contains
task-specific backbones. Our method obtains high-quality predictions while reducing the massive computational burden.

keyframe interval offsets [0,K − 1] and report the averaged
accuracy and GFLOPs. For the evaluation of ILA on seman-
tic video segmentation, we use the same keyframe intervals
as the compared methods (5 and 10).

4.2. Setup

Datasets. We evaluate our MILA on two widely used pub-
lic video datasets: Cityscapes [8] and NYUd v2 [36]. We
follow the evaluation protocols as in Liu et al. [30]: on
Cityscapes, we perform 2 task predictions including 7-class
segmentation and depth estimation, where images are re-
sized to 256 × 512 to boost up training process; on the
NYUd v2 dataset, we perform 3 task predictions including
13-class segmentation, depth estimation, and normal esti-
mation, with input images resized to 288 × 384. For eval-
uation of ILA on the single task of semantic video segmen-
tation, we perform 19-class segmentation the same as the
state-of-the-art by Jain et al. [24].

Metrics. For semantic segmentation, we use mean
intersection-over union (mIoU) metric and pixel accuracy
(PA). For depth estimation, we evaluate on absolute and rel-
ative depth errors from the ground truth. For normal esti-
mation, we measure the mean and median angle distances
between the predicted angles and ground-truth angles. We
also measure the percentage of pixels that are within the an-
gles of 11◦, 22.5◦, 30◦ to the ground-truth. We compare on
computation cost based on GFLOPs following [13, 39, 51]
and use the “thop” library 1 for counting GLFOPs.

Baselines. We compare with state-of-the-art multi-task
learning methods: MTAN [30], Cross-Stitch network [33]
and MultiNet++ [6]. MTAN and Cross-Stitch are single
frame based, while MultiNet++ uses multi-frame inputs.
Although MTAN and Cross-Stitch used different backbones
in their respective papers, for a fair comparison, we re-

1https://github.com/Lyken17/pytorch-OpCounter

Model
Segmentation Depth

GFLOPs
mIOU ↑ Acc. ↑ Abs. ↓ Rel. ↓

D101-SingleTask 63.9 94.4 1.02 25.3 187
D101-MultiTask 63.8 94.4 1.06 31.9 93
MTAN-SegNet [30] 53.0 91.1 1.44 33.6 168
MTAN * 64.2 94.5 1.06 26.3 161
Cross-Stitch* 64.5 94.5 1.04 33.0 187
MultiNet++ [6] 61.6 93.9 1.08 28.5 47
MILA w/o MF&TS 63.8 94.4 1.05 32.9 48
MILA w/o TS 64.1 94.5 1.03 31.5 55
MILA (Ours) 64.3 94.6 1.02 25.2 70

Table 2: Comparison for video based multi-task learning
on the Cityscapes dataset. * means training with the same
Deeplab-ResNet101 backbone. Ours and MultiNet++ use
the D101-18 backbone.

port the performance of the two using the same DeepLab-
ResNet101 backbone as our Slow network (which shows
better performance than the backbones from their papers).
We use the four outputs of each group of layers contain-
ing the residual blocks in the backbone as input for the at-
tention modules for the two methods (see Figure 2). For
our method, and MultiNet++, we use the SlowFast network
with ResNet101 and ResNet18. We also compare with two
other baselines: D101-SingleTask, which uses a separate
ResNet101 backbone for training each task without any
shared features; D101-MultiTask, which uses the shared
ResNet101 backbone with task-specific decoders.

4.3. Video Based Multi-Task Learning

Quantitative results. We report the performance of video
based multi-task learning on the NYUd v2 dataset in Ta-
ble 1 and the Cityscapes dataset in Table 2 respectively.
In Table 1, on the NYUd v2 dataset, we outperform other
approaches for depth estimation and one metric of mIOU
for semantic segmentation, with ranked 2nd segmenta-
tion accuracy. MILA shows slightly worse performance
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(a) D101-18 + Concat (MultiNet++)

(d) MILA

Non-keyframe

Semantic Depth Semantic Depth

(b) D101-18 + SVC

(c) MTAN

Figure 7: Qualitative results on Cityscapes. We choose a keyframe and non-keyframe with offset 4. For the keyframe, the
three methods produce very similar qualitative results. For non-keyframes, the baseline methods (a, b) performs worse (see
orange boxes) but our method (d) still obtains robust performance even compared with the Slow-only network (c).

for normal estimation than Cross-Stitch. This is because
Cross-Stitch has task-specific backbones, while MILA use
a single shared one, which is significantly computation-
ally efficient, saving 70% of computational costs (236 vs.
70 GFLOPs) compared to Cross-Stitch [33]. MILA also
saves 46% (70/151 GFLOPs) of computations compared to
MTAN [30] as shown in Table 1 by replacing task-specific
heavy layers with light-weight task-specific ILAs. We rank
the 2nd for GFLOPs right after MultiNet++ but with much
better accuracy. In Table 2, MILA outperforms all other
methods for depth estimation and achieves the the best ac-
curacy for semantic segmentation, while ranking the 2nd for
mIOU on Cityscapes.

Qualitative results. We show in Figure 7 sample qualita-
tive results from the Cityscapes dataset. Baselines with a
SlowFast model (a,b) decreases accuracy and outputs noisy
predictions in non-keyframes compared to a keyframe.
But our method (d) produces robust predictions on non-
keyframes even compared with MTAN (c) which uses
Slow-only network. Please check more results and anal-
yses in our supplementary material.

Ablation study. The last three rows in Tables 1 and 2
show the ablation study of MILA method. “MILA w/o
TS” means our approach without task-specific attention de-
sign. “MILA w/o MF&TS” means without both task-

Backbone L1 Adv. ILA mIOU (↑) Depth Err. (↓)
D101-18 61.6 1.08
D101-18 ✓ 61.8 1.07
D101-18 ✓ 61.9 1.08
D101-18 ✓ ✓ 63.3 1.05
D101-18 ✓ ✓ ✓ 63.8 1.05

Table 3: Ablation study of ILA on Cityscapes. ILA with
L1 loss and adversarial loss (denoted by Adv.) leads to
clear improvement. ILA without the proposed losses ob-
tains similar performances as just simple concatenation [6].
These losses do not increase GFLOPs in inference time.

specific design and feature propagation for neighboring
frames. “MILA w/o MF&TS” achieves similar perfor-
mance as D101-MultiTask while saving 48% computations.
MILA outperforms D101-MultiTask and reduces 25% of
computations. MILA approach shows the best performed
accuracy with a small increase in GFLOPs.

We show the ablation study on our inter-frame local at-
tention (ILA). Table 3 reports the impact of the adversarial
and L1 losses (Eq. 3). In the third line of Table 3, it shows
that the local attention module alone does not greatly im-
prove the performances. However, when ILA is combined
with the proposed losses, it significantly increases the ac-
curacy. In addition, we show the ablation study for the lo-
cal window size in Table 4. ILA is not sensitive to small
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Backbone Window Size mIOU (↑) Depth Err. (↓)
D101-18 3x3 64.1 1.02
D101-18 5x5 64.3 1.02
D101-18 7x7 64.2 1.02
D101-18 15x15 64.0 1.04
D101-18 Global (64) 62.4 1.10

Table 4: Ablation study on the kernel size in ILA on
Cityscapes. ILA performs better than global attention for
feature propagation.

Backbone K Feature Prop. mIOU (%)
D101-18 5 Optical flow 72.1
D101-18 5 ILA (Ours) 73.2
D101-18 10 Optical flow 69.8
D101-18 10 ILA (Ours) 72.1
D101-34 5 Optical flow 72.4
D101-34 5 ILA (Ours) 74.3
D101-34 10 Optical flow 70.1
D101-34 10 ILA (Ours) 73.8

Table 5: Comparison with optical-flow based feature
propagation [24] for the semantic segmentation task on
Cityscapes. A keyframe interval is denoted by K.

changes in the window size, but performance drops signifi-
cantly when the window size is global. In addition, a small
window size is faster as it attends to less number of neigh-
bors than the large window size.

4.4. Detailed Analysis on Feature Propagation

We compare ILA with the two feature propagation meth-
ods:(1) optical flow based warping with FlowNet-S [11],
which shows state-of-the-art performance on the single task
of semantic video segmentation for the Accel method [24]
and (2) spatially variant convolution layers (SVC) [29]
which is proposed to propagate features from a keyframe to
non-keyframes. We use the same backbone for all methods
for a fair comparison.

Performance comparison. To compare with optical flow
based warping [24], we follow their semantic segmenta-
tion evaluation protocol in Table 5. Feature propagated with
ILA obtains higher accuracy than optical flow-based warp-
ing [24]. We observe that the accuracy improvements of
ILA are more evident in the higher keyframe interval.

In Table 6, we provide a comparison with SVC [29] on
Cityscapes and NYUd v2 on multi-task learning. ILA out-
performs all other methods in the two datasets while requir-
ing less computational burden. We observe that the quality
of optical flow estimation is poor in this evaluation protocol
(i.e. low-resolution images), which results in significantly
worse performance.

Space and computation cost. In Table 7, we show the

Feature Prop.
Segmentation Depth

mIOU ↑ Acc. ↑ Abs. ↓ Rel. ↓
(a) Cityescapes

SVC [29] 62.3 94.0 1.06 33.3
ILA (Ours) 63.8 94.4 1.05 32.9

(b) NYUv2
SVC [29] 35.7 74.7 40.3 17.0
ILA (Ours) 36.6 74.8 39.2 16.5

Table 6: Comparison with feature propagation methods
with D101-18 backbone on Cityscapes and NYUv2

Feature Propagation GFLOPs # Conv. # Param
(a) Input size: 258× 512
Optical flow [11, 24] 7.5 23 38M
SVC [29] 5.4 3 3M
ILA (Ours) 0.2 1 0.2M
(b) Input size: 1024× 2048
Optical flow [11, 24] 71.2 23 38M
SVC [29] 108 3 3M
ILA (Ours) 5.4 1 0.2M

Table 7: Comparison on feature propagation modules. SVC
represents the method of [29]. Our method is light-weight
and computationally efficient.

comparison of GFLOPs, the number of convolutional lay-
ers and the number of parameters for the optical flow warp-
ing, SVC, and our ILA. We report numbers given different
input sizes. ILA consists of only one convolutional layer,
making it much more memory efficient than the other two
methods. For GFLOPs, other methods require more com-
putations than ILA and the gain is more evident when the
input size is larger. ILA takes only 4% (0.2/5.4 GFLOPs)
of computations in the SVC feature propagation [29]. Addi-
tional analyses can be found in our supplementary material.

5. Conclusion

We present an efficient and effective multi-task learning
framework on video streams. We propose a novel task-
specific inter-frame local attention (ILA) module, which
accounts for motion and propagate discriminative task-
specific features over time in a spatial-variant manner. Our
attention module is much faster, more accurate, and mod-
ular compared to prior feature propagation methods. Our
inter-frame local attention module can be used to extract
task-specific features with minimal computation compared
to existing heavy task-specific layers. Our experiments
show that our method significantly reduces the computa-
tional cost without compromising accuracy compared to the
state-of-the-art multi-task learning models.
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